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HOMEWORK

Exodus(Noun) : कूच

Meaning : A situation in which many 

people leave a place at the same time                 

Dragnet(Noun) : महाजाल

Meaning :  a series of actions taken by 

the police that are intended to catch 

criminals             



LEARNING CORNER

PRACTICE QUESTIONS

WORD POWER

EDITORIAL ANALYSIS

TODAY’S SUMMARY



TODAY’S QUOTE





WORD POWER



WORD POWER
Travesty(Noun) : उपहासात्मक रचना

Distortion

Whimsy(Noun): सनकीपन

Fanciful



WORD POWER

Glaring(Adj.) : स्पष्ट Conspicuous
Calumny(Noun) : चुगली , अभिशाप Evil-

Speaking



WORD POWER

Conjecture(Verb) : अनुमान Speculation Culpable(Adj.) : अपराभिक Guilty



WORD POWER

Accentuating(Verb) : जोर देना HighlightDiabolical(Adj.): शैतानी Devilish



WORD POWER

Malfeasance(Noun) : दुष्कमम WrongdoingUnfathomably(Adverb) : गहन Boundless



Recalcitrant(Adj.): आज्ञा न माननेवाला

Meaning : Refusing to follow instructions or rules

Synonyms: Intractable , Unmanageable

Antonyms: Amenable , Docile

Sentence: Everyday I see casual violence meted out on 

recalcitrant toddlers. 

Stymie(Verb): बािाए ँडालना

Meaning : To hinder or thwart

Synonyms: Impede , Hamper

Antonyms: Assist , Help

Sentence: The two-tier system is likely to cause confusion 

and may stymie development.



Fractious(Adj.): झगडालू

Meaning : Irritable and quarrelsome

Synonyms: Grumpy , Ill-Mannered

Antonyms: Affable , Obedient

Sentence : Nandini was in a fractious mood. 

Induce(Verb): पे्रररत करना

Meaning : Persuade someone to do something

Synonyms: Convince , Inspire

Antonyms: Dissuade , Discourage

Sentence: They will induce labor to avoid 

complications.



Untenable(Adj.): अभस्िर

Meaning : Incapable of being defended

Synonyms: Unarguable , Unjustifiable

Antonyms: Moderate , Rational

Sentence: Three years of drought have made the 

supply situation untenable.

Persuaded(Verb): आश्वस्त

Meaning : To prevail on (a person) to do something

Synonyms: Coax , Convince

Antonyms: Discourage , Dissuade

Sentence: He would not listen to anyone who tried to 

persuade him to stay at home.



Exacted(Adj.): सटीक

Meaning : Correct; accurate

Synonyms: Sanctioned , Imposed

Antonyms: Fuzzy , Uncertain

Sentence: They would not rest until they had 

exacted revenge.

Helm(Noun): संचालन

Meaning : Wheel or handle used to control boat.

Synonyms: Tiller , Rudder 

Antonyms: Walk , Repel

Sentence:  During the crisis, the chief firefighter 

took the helm and got everyone to safety quickly.



Wobbling(Verb): डगमगाना

Meaning : To move unsteadily from side to side

Synonyms: Jiggle , See-Saw

Antonyms: Steady , Stabilize

Sentence: The boy was wobbling along on his 

bicycle.

Awry(Adj. , Adverb): टेढा

Meaning : Untidy

Synonyms: Amiss , Wrong

Antonyms: Straight , Even

Sentence:  I feel that he is totally awry in his 

comments.



Checks, no balance
India must look at all its 

options with China to 

ensure listing of terrorists



ARTICLE

China’s decision to block two proposals by India and the United 

States to list Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT) commanders on the United 

Nations Security Council’s 1267 terror list is part of a well-worn 

pattern now. Since June, New Delhi and Washington have made 

five such proposals, with China placing a hold on each. This 

includes Jaish-e-Mohammad chief Masood Azhar’s brother 

Rauf Asghar and LeT leaders Abdur Rahman Makki (Hafiz 

Saeed’s brother-in-law), 26/11 handler Sajid Mir and the latest 

listing requests for Talha Saeed (Hafiz Saeed’s son) and Shahid

Mehmood, who is charged with recruitment and collection of 

funds for the terror group. Each of these men has been listed as 

designated terrorists in India’s Unlawful Activities (Prevention) 

Act terror list as well as on the Federal Bureau of Investigation 

or U.S. Treasury lists.



ARTICLE

Each of them has a record of charges over the past two decades of 

involvement in the attacks by the LeT and JeM, organisations that 

are banned by the UN, and responsible for targeted strikes in India 

— from the IC-814 hijack, Parliament attack and Mumbai 26/11, to 

Pathankot, Uri and Pulwama. Even so, China’s response to the 

requests has been consistently recalcitrant, placing hold upon hold 

on the proposals made, regardless of the figure it cuts in the global 

counter-terrorism space, using what New Delhi has forcefully 

criticised as a “political bias” towards Pakistan to stymie the 

process. Given the situation, India has three clear choices: the 

Government can abandon the effort until China can be persuaded to 

change its stance, or it can continue to bring terror listing proposals 

to the UN knowing they will be blocked by China



ARTICLE

but showing that China is indeed misusing its power as a 

permanent member of the Security Council. Neither route will, 

however, ensure India’s goal of listing the remaining leadership of 

the terror groups. A third option is to open a diplomatic channel 

with China that focuses on the issue of global cooperation on 

terrorism, separate from other fractious bilateral issues, and to 

induce Beijing to reconsider its untenable position. While the last 

option seems the most difficult, if not impossible, it must be 

remembered that China was persuaded to “grey list” Pakistan at 

the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) from 2012-2015, and 

from 2018 to the present, and remove its hold and allow the terror 

listing of Masood Azhar at the UNSC in 2019, after blocking such 

attempts since 2009. 



ARTICLE

As Pakistan moves off the FATF grey list — as it is 

expected to on Friday — it is time for India to consider 

all its options with China to ensure justice for all the 

victims of the cross-border terrorism that has exacted a 

deep and lasting toll on the country.



HOMEWORK

Erudite                   ?

Vanquished            ?




